
What is the School?

The School for Grassroots Organizing
Initiated by the Bus Riders Union in 
January 2004, the school draws on the 
experience of organizers of the
Organizing Centre for Social and Eco-
nomic Justice to train new and experi-
enced activists and organizers in strate-
gic organizing. The model of organizing 
emphasizes building a strong under-
standing of the world around us and a 
practice that organizes our working class 
communities around immediate con-
crete needs and for long-term systemic 
change.

How is the school organized?
The School for Grassroots Organizing 
combines theory and practice.  
Participants will integrate with one of 
the participating organizations to learn 
organizing from experienced
organizers in action and their own 
practice. 

Who is the School for?
For new and experienced activists and 
organizers who are hardworking and 
eager to sharpen their theory and 
practice and to train for a lifetime of
organizing for social and economic justice. 
We prioritize working class people, 
women, in particular, women and men of 
colour, as well as people who
speak Cantonese, Punjabi, 
Hindi and Spanish. 

Host Organizations

The Bus Riders Union, the 
longstanding organization of bus 
riders which fights for the transit 
and public health needs of transit 
dependent communities.

The Alliance for People’s Health, an
organization of health workers and
grassroots organizers committed to 
the struggle for health for all.

The Labor Committee which fights for 
the rights of low-income, documented 
and undocumented workers facing 
exploitation, unpaid wages and unsafe 
working conditions. 

How to apply:
.
1) Fill out an application form and 
mail or email it to the Organizing 
Centre for Social and Economic 
Justice by January 3rd, 2010.

2) Selected applicants will be 
contacted for an interview following 
the application deadline.

Applications Due 
January 3rd, 2010 
For more information 
please contact us by phone or e-mail 

Session 1:  (January 17) 
Understanding Class and Capitalism

Session 2  (January 24) 
Tools for Organizing: 
Direct Contact and Popular Education

Session 3:   (January 31)
Racism and National Liberation 

Session 4   (February 7)
Strategic Organizing: 
“You only get what you’re organized to take”

Session 5  (February 21)
Is Capitalism a Disease? 
Health and Environmental Justice

Session 6  (February 28) 
Patriarchy & Women’s Liberation

Session 7 (March 7)
Models of Organizing for Social Justice 

Session 8 (March 14) 
International Solidarity and 
Movement Building 

School Sessions 

All Sessions at the Organizing Centre for 
Social and Economic Justice 

Sundays 12-4 pm
672 E Broadway (at Fraser St)  



Past School 

Participants 

“The School for Grassroots Organizing
helped me understand the society we
live in by exposing me to a variety of
social issues. The school helped me
put my own experience in the context of a 
larger system and see how different issues are 
related. I was inspired by the concrete exam-
ples of how people can and have made change 
- this encouraged me to be part of the changes 
that I want to see in my community and to 
move forward on new projects.”

Tania Ortiz

“Going through the school was a dual
process where I was unlearning all the his-
tory I was taught in formal schooling, while 
learning a new history of our communities. 
I learned that our history is connected and 
continuous, that people have never stopped 
struggling against oppression and exploita-
tion, and how I can contribute to that history 
of resistance. I took away the ideological tools 
and concrete skills to organize, and gained 
hope and inspiration for the life-long struggle 
for social and economic justice. As a working 
class woman of colour, I wanted to join the 
movement for social justice that is explicitly 
anti-racist, anti-sexist and class conscious. 
The SGO is a supportive environment for those 
who want to grow and develop as grassroots 
organizers, and for those who are committed to 
doing the day-to-day practice of organizing for 
a better
world.”

Yuly Chan

Training for a 
 Lifetime of Organizing 

January to March 2010

School for 

Grassroots 

Organizing 

672 E. Broadway (Fraser)
Vancouver BC V5T 1X6

organizingcentre@gmail.com
604 215 2775

The Organizing Centre 
for Social and Economic 
Justice presents:  

The  

672 E Broadway (At Fraser) * 604 215 2775

The Organizing Centre for Social and
Economic Justice initiates, supports and

sustains organizations and political
campaigns rooted in working class

communities and with an explicitly
anti-racist, anti-sexist and

internationalist perspective.


